
Year 5 SPJS Curriculum Headlines 

Week Beginning: 14th June 2021 

 

English  This week in English, we will begin our new topic on instructions by looking at 

different examples of instructions and annotating these texts with the 

features that we can spot. 

In our PaG lesson, children will be looking at their previous assessment and 

seeing if they can correct any of their answers. In class, we will also be doing 

some revision on the different PaG topics that we have covered throughout 

Year 5 in preparation for an assessment next week. 

Reading: The children will start reading their new class novel, Holes, and 

discuss the characters that they have met in the story so far. 

Spelling This week, the children will complete a spelling test as part of their end of 

year assessments. 

Words of the Week: This week’s words to boost the children’s vocabulary 

are: Single chilli: distress       Double chilli: hostile 

Maths In maths, we will be continuing our Geometry: Properties of Shape topic by 

looking at quadrilateral shapes and identifying the properties, and working out 

missing angles and lengths in shapes. We will complete our first reasoning 

paper towards the end of the week. 

Key vocabulary: ½, ¼, ¾ turn, right angle, 180/360 degrees, isosceles, 

equilateral, scalene, rectangle, square, rhombus, parallelogram, parallel, 

diagonal, curved, 2-D, 3-D. 

Foundation 

Subjects 

 

 

Geography: This week, we will be starting our new topic on rivers. The 

children will be carrying out a research lesson into what they already know 

about rivers, and what they would like to find out. We will use these initial 

questions to form a basis for our research.  

DT: At the end of the week, the children will be making and evaluating their 

phone cases.   

Science 

 

In science next week, we will be looking at different materials and explaining 

what a material is. We will then be thinking about different properties 

materials may have e.g. flexible, hard, transparent, magnetic and using these 

to describe different materials.  

Health and 

Fitness 

 

In games, we will be practising all of the athletics skills we have covered over 

the first half term, in preparation for our upcoming sports day.  

 

In PE, we will be starting our gymnastic unit leading up to performing a vault 

routine to an audience. This week we will focus on performing a range of shape 

jumps when dismounting the vault.  

Reminders 

 

- Please continue to listen to your child read each night and practise 

TTRockstars/Spellings regularly in half term. Thank you! 

Well done to all Year 5 children for a brilliant year group assembly! We hope 

to be able to upload a recording of this assembly onto Google Classroom if you 

would like to watch it. 

 


